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Educator Trauma and Secondary Traumatic Stress

TRAUMA EXPERIENCED BY EDUCATORS
Direct Trauma
Direct trauma is the adversities educators
may experience while at school or
associated with their work as an educator

Secondary Traumatic Stress
Secondary Traumatic Stress is the stress educators
feel because of the adversities that are being
experienced by their students that they are sharing
or the educator becomes aware of

TRAUMA FACTORS
Experience of Trauma
Victim of the situation
Witness to the situation

Direct Trauma

Situation occurred
to loved one
Learning details of
someone else’s trauma

Secondary Traumatic Stress

DIRECT TRAUMA PRE-COVID-19
Prior to Covid-19, some educators were experiencing trauma at school
Threats from
students or parents
Bullying by parents
or students
Cyberbullying

Violent students
Bullying by
administrators
Bullying by
colleagues

Challenging students

Unsafe conditions
in schools
Student suicide
Racism or homophobia
Demands of high
stakes testing

WORKPLACE BULLYING

The findings indicated that
approximately 18% of teachers
and 13.7% of ESPs reported
that they were workplace bullied
by someone else at the school
where they currently work.

DIRECT TRAUMA — COVID-19
Many educators experienced profound trauma during the pandemic
Expendable
Felt as though they were considered
expendable — that their health and
lives could be sacrificed

Unsupported
Did not receive sufficient
support to effectively use
distance technologies

Overwhelmed

Shamed and Blamed

Required to spend a significantly
excessive amount of time in the
preparation and delivery of
instruction — in a manner that was
highly stressful and challenging
to achieve success

Shamed and blamed by some
political leaders, educational
leaders, parents, and the media for
expressing concerns about their
health, as well as the damage that
the stressful school environments
would have on children

DIRECT TRAUMA — COVID-19
Many educators experiencing profound trauma during the pandemic
Ignored
In too many states, districts, and
schools, the voices of teachers
were not solicited or heard

Pressured
Profound pressures to be present in environments
that they reasonably feared could lead to serious
illness or death of them or a family member

Profound Loss
Experiencing profound
feelings of loss at not
being able to safely be
with their students

Profound Guilt
Experiencing profound
feelings of guilt because
instruction could not be
delivered as effectively

HOW ARE YOU FEELING?
This is a 2020 Word
Cloud of “how are you
feeling?” words
identified by teachers
who were being
required to return to
schools to teach

VOICES OF TEACHERS
This is a collection of
statements of thousands of
teachers regarding how they
were feeling during the
pandemic

https://padlet.com/sheathescholar/ananonymousteacher

2021-2022 SCHOOL YEAR
It is highly likely that adversities are not going to disappear
Continued
Pandemic
There will likely be
increased fights related to
masking, vaccinations,
distancing, quarantines,
testing, and remote
instruction

Social Unrest

Former President

The fights over racism and rights of
LGBTQ+ appear to be increasing —
and have the potential of exploding
next year in school

Former President Trump is facing
criminal investigations in two
states and may be indicted next
fall — which will lead to controversy

Learning Loss

Violence

Huge fears that students
are “behind”

28% of Republicans think violence will be
necessary to correct the path of this country

SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS
Secondary Traumatic Stress (STS) is the emotional distress that an
individual feels when learning about the traumatic experience of another
Learning details
of someone else’s
trauma is a form
of trauma

Educators often experience STS
when learning of the traumatic
experiences of their students

STUDENT ADVERSITIES
Kinds of adversities that students might share with educators
Trauma at Home
Adverse Childhood Experiences

Trauma in the Community
Traumas associated with living in high
poverty neighborhoods, including
community violence, housing and food
insecurity, unemployment, limited
opportunities

Trauma Associated with Status
Racial harassment, police violence, fearing
deportation of loved ones, LGBTQ youth fearing
family rejection, generational trauma

Trauma at School
Being bullied or harassed, being sexually harassed,
unfair and inequitable disciplinary actions, hurtful
treatment by school resource officers

INCREASED STUDENT TRAUMA
For many students, adversities have increased
Trauma at Home

Trauma Associated with Status

Increased stress of parents who faced
pandemic challenges and other
challenges that may be ongoing

Minority groups faced higher rates of illness and death,
but were required to place their lives at risk as “essential
workers” and Black Lives Matter has raised attention to
racism and generational trauma

Trauma in the Community
High poverty neighborhoods experienced
greater illness and death, along with increased
housing and food insecurity, unemployment,
and feelings of hopelessness

Trauma at School
Challenges of feeling they are “behind,” feeling they are to blame
because they are “behind,” and returning to school from remote
learning, which for some students, was more safe

OTHER SOURCES OF DISTRESS
If students were in school and
became distressed, educators could
not safely physically comfort them
Some students in
distance learning had
disappeared — and
educators were not
able to check on their
well-being

Students shared information about
the challenges their families were
having, deaths they have
experienced, their heartbreak
either at school on online

STS SYMPTOMS
Reexperiencing
Constantly thinking about what the
student is going through,
empathically experiencing the
distress of the student

Avoidance
Emotional numbing to stop
thinking about what happened
or is happening to the student

Negative Cognitions
Persistent negative evaluations of
self and feelings of guilt for not
being able to take away the pain
being experienced by the student

RISK FACTORS FOR STS
Level of Empathy
Empathic educators are
more likely to be
approached by students
experiencing trauma and
more likely to feel the
student’s emotional pain

Past History of Trauma
Trauma of student brings up past
history of trauma experienced by
educator

Level of
Resilience
The educator’s
inherent and learned
ability to deal with
stressful situations

Nature of the
Trauma
Severity of the
adversity and extent of
distress experienced
by student

Experience and Insight
More experienced educators and those
with insight into trauma and STS are
more able to respond effectively

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
Schools that provide greater support for educators who
might experience STS have these factors
• Maintain a democratic environment where all educators

feel they have voice

• Foster open communications
• Encourage educators to engage in self-care and maintain

effective work-life boundaries

• Have implemented school-wide trauma informed practices
• Acknowledge challenges and celebrate successes

HOW SCHOOLS CAN SUPPORT
• Implement comprehensive trauma informed practices
• Educate staff about trauma and specifically about STS
• Identify and monitor direct trauma and STS among staff through

assessments

• Provide regular opportunities to discuss and address concerns
• Establish formal strategies to provide peer support and mentorship

HOW SCHOOLS CAN SUPPORT
• Ensure a culture that supports staff resilience that includes fair leave

policies, adequate benefits, and a physically safe environment

• Maintain a decision making process that incorporates shared

decision-making and educator voice

• Ensure prompt and effective response to any student adversities

reported by staff

IF YOU ARE FEELING BAD
• Give your feeling a name
- “I am feeling …”

• Describe why you are feeling this way
- “because …”

• Think about what you can do to address how you are feeling, so that you

can be more happy — Self Care

• Determine whether there are any actions you can take to address the why

— Advocacy

- If there is something you can do, Think Things Through — by yourself or with

others — to create an action plan — then take action

SELF CARE STRATEGIES
Be Positively
Powerful
Educators can also
use the Be
Positively Powerful
strategies

YOU ARE IMPORTANT
Steps to Take
• Set Your Boundaries
- If you are being pressured, or are pressuring yourself, to do too much, stop!

• Establish Your Priorities
- Outline what you will be able to do within the context of your educational

responsibilities

• Talk With Your Students
- Find out what they need most from you and seek to give them voice

• Work With Your Colleagues and Building Leadership
- Do all of the above as a team, so that you all can take care of yourselves

Make Positive Connections
• Do a "friendship audit"
• Write down the names of the people

you can connect with — the ones who
uplift you

• Whenever you start to feel stressed, take

the time to connect with a friend

Reach Out to Be Kind
• Strive to intentionally reach out to be

kind to others at least five times a day

• Note how this person felt in response
• Note also how this made you feel
• Keep an acts of kindness journal

Focus on the Good
Use Your Strengths
• Complete the VIA Character survey to

find out what your top strengths are

• Intentionally use one of your

strengths each day

• Write about this in your journal

• Plan for having good experiences
• Take time to enrich good experiences by

focusing on the good and intentionally
absorbing the good feelings into your body

• Keep a gratitude journal by writing down each

evening 5 good things that happened that day

• Send thank you notes

Keep Your Personal Power
• Remind yourself to stand tall and walk with pride
• Realize that while you cannot change much about what is

Be Mindful
• Spend time meditating each day
• Use a meditation app or listen to

happening, you can control how you feel about yourself

• You can engage in advocacy for yourself and for students

a meditation audio

• Take daily walks in nature

Think Things Through
• Take the time to Think Things Through to figure

out what to do in circumstances that may arise

STEPS TO TAKE
Steps to Take if Being Harassed/Bullied by Someone
The following is educational information and should not be considered legal advice.

If you are a member of a minority group (race, national origin, religion, LGBTQ, disability) and are being
treated badly by another school staff member or are being sexually harassed by a school staff member
and this is interfering with your ability to effectively do your work, this is a violation of your civil rights
If you think the above groups do not apply to you, consider whether the bullying/harassment has
reached the level where you now are suffering from a diagnosable mental health challenge (i.e. trauma,
also likely anxiety and depression) and this is interfering with your ability to do your work — if so, with a
diagnosis of a mental health condition from a mental health professional, you are now considered to
have a mental health disability, and this bullying/harassment is a violation of your civil rights

STEPS TO TAKE
• Document every incident in writing — what happened, where, when, who — especially note any staff

or student witnesses — and how this is negatively impacting you and your ability to work
• Get an appointment with a mental health professional — discuss the situation — ask the mental

health professional for a letter documenting what you have said and this professional’s assessment
of the harmful impact on you and your ability to work (this will strengthen your case)
• Provide this documentation to your union, if you think this may be helpful (it may not be helpful if

the person engaging in bullying/harassment is in the same union)
• File a complaint with the appropriate department in your district
• If the manner in which your district responds does not resolve the problem — especially if there is

any retaliation — file a complaint with the agency in your state that handles employee civil rights

ADVOCACY SUPPORTING STUDENTS
Advocating for students who are experiencing adversities
All Forms of Trauma
• Help students develop strategies to

be resilient and empowered

Trauma at Home
• Determine if Mandatory

Reporting is required

• Identify what other supports

can be provided to the family

Trauma in Home/
Community
• Encourage the development

of school/community
programs to support families

Trauma Associated
with Status
• Encourage social justice efforts

in your school and community

Trauma at School
• Assist student in reporting bullying or other concerns to school leadership
• Ensure that the school leadership effectively addresses these concerns

ENCOURAGE STUDENT ADVOCACY
Are there ways you can
work with your students to
engage in joint advocacy to
make things better?

• Help your students to find and express their voice as

individuals or in a group

• Help them to Think Things Through to create and execute an

action plan to address their concerns

• Engage them in creative expression of what they are

experiencing and how they are feeling

• Teach them persuasive writing and encourage them to write

to decision-makers

POST TRAUMATIC GROWTH
Positive change that results from having
experienced more significant challenges
Increased sense of
personal strength
Closer Relationships
Deepening of
spiritual life

New Opportunities
Greater
appreciation of life
Engagement in quest
for social justice

POST TRAUMATIC GROWTN
How can you contribute to positive
change as a result of having experienced
trauma or Secondary Traumatic Stress?
What strengths
have you gained?
What insight
have you gained?

How can you use your
new strengths and
insight to make life better
for yourself and others?

REFLECTION QUESTIONS
Please consider these questions
• What are the ways you can use this insight to improve on what you are currently doing?
• What barriers are present or what additional supports would be helpful for you to do so?
• What are the ways you think your school could use this insight to improve on what your

school is currently doing?

